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Formal Expressions of Infinite Graphs and Their Families 
HII)I,:HIKO OKABE 
Department ofBiophysics, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan 
We discuss ome methods for rigorous expressions of infinite labeled directed 
graphs. In these methods, every" node of a graph is identified by a string of 
symbols from a finite alphabet, and edges are expressed as binary relations or 
functions among strings. We characterize these relations with some concepts in 
the theory of formal languages and automata, and from this characterization, 
we obtain various classes of graphs. Then inclusion relationships among these 
classes arc discussed. Although our methods originate in a ve~" naive idea, 
they appear to be suitable for both theoretical treatments and computer process- 
ings, so we ourselves regard this paper as a preliminary for various discussions 
that our formalization enables. 
1. INTP.ODUCTION 
Directed graphs which may have infinitely many nodes and edges are the 
most general and complicated structures in discrete mathematics. It is rather 
curious that the general theory of infinite graphs has not been well established, 
for they are so widely utilized in various contexts in pure and applied mathe- 
matics, l"rom the following reasons, we believe that a trial must bc made to 
fill this absence. 
First of all, it is usually difficult to find rigorous and intelligible definitions 
of graphs, except some special graphs--trees, array structures, etc. Probably, 
the most plain method is to represent them by figures like Figs. 1, 2, and 3 
of this paper. But this method cannot be rigorous for infinite graphs, and 
is not suitable for formal and algebraic treatments. Oppositely, the number 
theoretical description (sec Section 3) is one of the most rigorous and formal 
methods of defining graphs. Unfortunately, even most simple graphs such 
as trees and array structures require rather involved expressions in this method, 
and such expressions are so far from our intuition that when we are given 
them without any supplementary explanations, it is very difficult for us to 
imagine the features of the graphs. 
Apart from such shortcomings of each method, tile situation that there 
is no general and standard method may cause misunderstandings and losses 
of efforts in mutual communication. For example, in some definitions of graphs, 
self-loops or parallel edges are excluded implicitly, and in some others, self- 
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loops are always presumed to exist for each node and therefore not expressed 
explicitly in the definition. 
Second, formal discussions about infinite labeled graphs are required in 
several fields. Really, our motivation for this paper comes from our intention 
to generalize the theory of celhxlar spaces to more irregularly constructed 
automata. The structures of cellular spaces were generalized to group graphs 
by Wagner (1965) and to balanced graphs by Jump and Kirtane (1974). But 
more irregular constructions and more global connections of information 
networks are prevalent in both natural and artificial information processing 
svstems. On one hand, we know that such generalization of structures (for 
example, the existence of a cell which can send signals to all other cells in the 
network) immensely improves the efficiency of calculations in poly-automata, 
and on the other hand, we wish to exclude such a nonsense trick that the answers 
for the inputs have already been insc,ipted in the structure of the poly- 
automaton, and the sole process that the system must do is to carry these 
answers to the predetermined output region. So, we want for some concepts 
about the complexity of the structures and initial configurations of poly- 
automata with general structures. 
Third, it is possible that the discussions of infinite graphs give us some 
new approaches and new methods for the fields where we are accustomed 
to apply the concepts in the theory of finite graphs. Note that, while the theory 
of graph grammars or graph generating systems deals with infinite sets or 
infinite sequences of fin#e graphs, we are going to discuss the graphs which 
themseh,es are in/inite. But we can consider an infinite graph as the limit of a 
growing finite graph or a sequence of finite graphs. In this sense, there is a 
strong relation between finite graphs and infinite graphs. Moreover, finite 
graphs are also defined formally bv our method discussed in this paper, so 
our formulation may offer effective tools for finite graphs too. 
Our basic idea is that, in order to define a graph formally and effectively, 
every node of the graph must be identified by some mathematically well-defined 
objects. Then the edges arc defined as some binary relations among these 
objects. In this paper, we take a subset of some finitely generated (free) monoid 
as the set of objects to identify the nodes. We introduce various ways to define 
the edges, utilizing the familiar concepts in the theories of formal languages, 
automata, and semigroups. Section 2 is a preliminary for these concepts, and 
in Section 3, we discuss how the graphs are described and classified by these 
concepts. 
The more general or powerful the method to define the set of nodes and 
edges, the richer or greater the class of graphs which are defined by it. So, 
we have some hierarchies of the classes of graphs after the Chomsky hierarchy 
in the theory of languages. 
Section 4 is devoted to the results about the inclusion relationships among 
these classes. 
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In the last section, we discuss the possible appl ications of our descript ion 
methods of infinite labeled directed graphs, and some extensions and problems 
of our research in this direction. 
2.  PREL IMINARIES  
A. Graphs 
A directed graph D is a quadruple (X, E, s, t) where X is a set of nodes, E is 
a set of (directed) edges, s, t: E ~ X are functions denoting the source and 
target of each edge. 
The  rth neighbor of a node x c X, No~(x) is defined inductively for every 
integer as (i) No°(x) = {x}, (ii) for r > O, Nor(x) = N~-X(x) u { y E X 1 3e ~ E, 
3y, ~ N~-a(x), s(e) := y', t(e) :-- y}, (iii) for r < 0, ,VD"(x) --=- N~+~(x) u { y '  ~ X ] 
~e ~ E, ~, ~ N~+l(x), s(e) := y', t(e) := y}. 
The  input boundary of a node x is a set of edges 8-(x) =-: {e c E i t(e) -= x} 
and the output boundary of x is c ~`(x) ,-= {e ~ E i s(e) ~= x}. 
A graph D == (X, E, s, t) is finite input if #(e - (x ) )  < oo for all x 6 X. D is 
bounded input if there is a natural number  k and #(?~-(x)) < k for every x ~ X. 
S imi lar  for output and ~-. 
A labeling of a graph D =: (X, E, s, t) is a quadruple ~ - (Xx,  Xe,  ~x, ~F.), 
where X x and Z' E are finite sets of node- and edge-labels, sex: X --~ X x and 
~e: E .... Xp. are labeling functions of nodes and edges. Then,  a labeled directed 
graph (an LD graph) is an octuple D := ( X, E, s, t, Xx , Xe , sex, &') and shown 
as the diagram following. 
2: E ~+-:-- E -~-*  X ~X_ > Xx .  
- - [ -  ~- 
Let  D :.= (X,  E, s, t, Z'x, XE, sex, set.) and D' =--= (Y, F, u, v, F r ,  F r ,  7/r , ~v) 
be two LD graphs. D and D'  are structually isomorphic if there are bi jections 
~rx: X ~ Y and ~rE: E -+ F, and the following diagram is commutat ive:  
X E ~e E - - :  ,- X ~x ,4--- - - -  ------~ ~ __y  
FF + "OF F - -~"  ~ Y "r ' F r  
I f  D and D'  are structual ly isomorphic,  they are considered as the same graph 
with different labelings. 
Let se ,= (Z'x, Z'E, sex, see) and ~ = (F x , Fjc, ~x, ~e) be two labelings of 
a directed graph (X, E, s, t). Then  se is label morphic to ~/, if there are two 
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functions Px: Xx -~ Ix ,  Pc: ZE - "  I 'e and equations [Jx " ~x rlx, p,: " (F. = ~Te 
hold. 
A labeling se----: (Z  x ,  Xe ,  sex, see) of an input bounded directed graph 
(X,  E,s,  t) is standard if the following conditions hold. (i) For any pair 
(e t , e.,) c_. E × E, ser.(e~) -7/-= SCF.(ea) if t(el) = t(e.,), (ii) for an,, pair (xl, x2) e 
X × X, if sex(X~) =- sex(X.,) then ser(b-(.x't) ) ::--- ~L.(e-(x.,)), (iii) if ~x(x~) =/- ~_x(X~) 
then se,:(?. -(Xl) ) n see(a-(y,)) = z .  (see(? (x)) -.= {or e 2e : ~r - - seE(e), e e a-(x)}. 
Such generalizations of functions will be done without any comment, in this 
paper.) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. I f  D = (X, E, s, t, I x ,  Fe ,  ~Tx, *Tr.') is an input bounded 
labeled directed graph, there is a standard labeling se --- (Zx,  XL , sex, see) of D, 
which is label morphic to ~1 -- ( I x ,  IF., ~x , ?e). 
Proof. (i) For every node xc -X ,  we define a function ~x: FE--o-N by 
~(~,) := #({e ~ 3-(x) ] ~.-(e) - 7})" (N is the set of all nonncgative integers.) 
As #(g/-(x)) is bounded, the set {~z [ x E X} is finite. Then let Z' x --  {(~x(X), ~.~) i 
x e X} and ~x(X) -- (~x(X), ~)  for all x e A2 
(ii) Let #(Fe)= l and F e == {Yt, Y2 ..... ~'t}. The edges of ~.-(x) are 
numbered by the following procedure, for every node x E X. 
Step 1. h :=0,  i :=  1. 
Step 2. The  ~(y~) edges of ?-(x) with label yi get the numbers from 
k i I to h -" ~x(~'i) in an arbitrary order. 
Step 3. k :  .... k - -  ~(Y i ) , i ' -= i - i  1. I f i~ .n thengo  to Step 2, else stop. 
(n -= max{#(a (x)); x e X}.) 
By this procedure, the edges of ~-(x) are associated to mutually different 
numbers 1, 2,..., #(~-(x)).  We denote this number of an edge e ~ E by ~e(e). 
(iii) Now, let Z' e == {(,ix(X), so,., ~:e(e)) i e e E, x == t(e)} and see(e) = 
(,7~(t(e)), g,<~, ~(e)). 
Then, it would be easily verified that s e is a standard labeling of D, and a 
pair of functions (Px, Pc) defined by px('qx(X), ~.~) -"qx(X) and pJrlx(t(e), )
~t~.), g~..(e)) = ~e(e) is a label morphism from se to 7/. I 
For a standardly labeled directed graph D :-= (AT, E, s, t, X x , 2,'F., sex, ~E) 
(which, of course, is an input bounded graph), we introduce another description 
as follows. 
(i) Z'x = ( 'h ,  ~2 ,..., ~,,} is replaced by a set of natural numbers M == 
{1, 2,.. ,  m} and X~ is defined by X~ = {x ~ X]  sex(X) .... ,~} for i = 1, 2 ..... m. 
Then, the sequence (X  1 , X2 ..... X, , )  conserves the all information contained 
in X and ~:x. 
643/44./z-5 
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(ii) As the labeling of D is standard, Ze can be divided into mutually 
disjoint sets Xel, Zj.:2 ..... ZE,, where EE., = ~e(g-(x)) for ~x(X) = ~r:. I f  we 
number each symbol of Xel in some order, a pair of numbers (i,j) indicates 
just one symbol of Xv., which is the j th symbol of the set Ze.  Then the edge 
label alphabet Ze can be replaced by a set of pairs of numbers N -- {(i,j) ] 
i = 1, 2,..., m and j = 1, 2,..., ni} where ni = card(Ze). 
(iii) As D is standardly labeled, it is clear that an edge e eE  can be 
identified solely by t(e) and ~:E(e) or (i,j). All the information that an edge e 
carries in the graph D are (a) its existence, (b) its source s(e) and its target t(e), 
and (c) its label £~:(e). But the same information can be expressed by a set 
of functions {f,.j I f / /X i  --~ X, (i,j) e N, fij(x) : y if and only if there is an 
edge e e E, s(e) = y, t(e) := x, ~:e(e) == (i,j)}. 
Note that, for every node x 6 X ; ,  there is always a unique edge e such that 
t(e) = x and ~:E(e) =: (i,j). 
So, summing up the discussion above, we can construct a canonical description 
system(X1 ; fn  ,f12 .... ,fx-l: X_o ;fat ,f2~ ..... f2% . . . .  : Arm ;f , ,a,  f,,~2 ..... f,~,,,) for 
any standardly labeled directed graph D. Conversely, whenever such a system 
which satisfies the following conditions is given, we can regard it as a definition 
of a standardly labeled directed graph. (i) Xi n X~-  Z for every i =# j.  
(ii) I.et X = ~i~1 X i ,  then for every funct ionf~, Domf i  j = Xi and Imfu C_ X. 
By the grace of Proposition 1.1, the canonical description is also possible 
for every input bounded labeled directed graph. 
B. Languages, Automata, and l$lonoids 
The languages appearing in this paper arc of the families o languages which 
are recursively enumerable, recursive, context-sensitive, context-free, regular, and 
finite, and they are abbreviated as RE, RC, CS, CF, RG, and FN, respectively. 
The functions are classified as recursively enumerable functions, recursive func- 
tions, gou, ralized sequential machine mappings, and homomorphisms, and their 
abbreviations are RE-functions, RC-functions, GSVI-functions, and ItM- 
functions, respectively. 
For the definitions and results concerning with these languages and functions, 
please see, for example, "Formal Languages" (Salomaa, 1973). Here we only 
supplement the definitions of RE- and RC-functions. 
A partial function f: Z'* ~ Z* is an RE-function if there is a deterministic 
Turing machine with a tape which is infinite only to the right, and this machine 
calculates f(w) for every w ~ X* in the following manner. (i) Initially, w is 
written from the left end of the tape and the head of the Turing machine is 
situated at the left end of the tape in its predetermined initial state. Then the 
machine begins its calculation. (ii) I f  the machine falls into one of the predeter- 
mined halting states, the string written on the tape from the left end to the 
present position of the head of the machine is considered as the function value 
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f (w)  for the initial string w. (iii) I f  the machine does never fall into the halting 
states, the initial string w is not in Domf.  
A partial function g: Z ''~ --~ £'* is an RC-function if and only if there is a 
total RE-fimction g: Z'* --+ Z'* w {"UNDETERMINED"}  such that g(w) = 
g(w) for all w Domg and g(w)= "UNDETERMI :NED for all zc'c~)2 ~-  
Doing. (Z ~' ~ {"UNDETERM1NI.;D"} =: ;6.) 
A finite generating system ofa monoid is a pair (A, P), where A : {a 1 , a 2 ..... a,,} 
is a finite set of generators, and P = {% ..... /31, ~ = fie .... , al: = fl~:} is a finite 
set of fundamental relations of the monoid, where c~,, fi~ ~_ A* for i -- 1, 2 ..... k. 
]:or every 9: and 3 in .4 ~, y~i8 := y/3i8 is a fundamental equivalence, if and 
only if c~ i =/3,  e P. The equivalence relation ": " in A* is the transitive 
and reflexive closure of the fundamental equivalences. Then the monoid 
.14 : (G, -) : (A, P), ,  is defined as follows. (i) The set of elements of 3I, 
i.e., G is the set of all equivalence classes, A*. i~.  (ii) ].et the equivalence 
class to which w ~ d ~ belongs be denoted as C(w), then the binary operation 
%" of M is defined by C(w) " C(w') - -  C(ww'). (ww' is the concatenation 
of w and w'.) 
Two generating systems (A, P) and (A', P')  are isomorphic if there is a 
bijective homomorphism h: d * -+ A '~, and P '  = {h(c~.) = h(fii) I ~ ::= .B~ ~ P]. 
It must be noted that the isomorphism of two finitely generated monoids 
31 (A, P), ,  ~ 3¢' /a ,  p ' \  , . . . .  \~. , - / , , ,  do not necessarily' imply, the isomorphism 
of their generating systems (A ,P)  and (A', P'). For example, let A =: 
{al az as}, P={a.a j=a~ai l l  -~ i , j~8}w{a, ,=a la  a a~:-=:aaa~ a~ 
asav, a 8 .... aTal} U {aia ~ =-= ~ [ i -= j (mod 4), where e is the unit element} and 
.4' == {b, , b,, , ba , b4}, P '  - -  {b~b~ .... bjb~ ~ 1 < i, j < 4} tO {big --: e, b.,b, = E}. 
Both (d ,  P),,, and (.4', P')m arc isomorphic to the two-dimensional free 
Abelian group Z 2, but at any rate (d, P) is not isomorphic to (A', P'). The 
reader will see that (A, P) and (A', P')  correspond to the Moor-neighborhood 
and Neumann-neighborhood of two-dimensional cellular space, respectively. 
3. SFXe~L .-'~'IE'rHODS FOR DEFINING GRAPHS 
In the previous ection, graphs were given in a very abstract or vague manner, 
because the (possibly) infinite sets of nodes and edges were not rigorously 
characterized by specified or formalized descriptions. The main purpose 
of this section is to establish the formal methods which can define infinite 
graphs by finite descriptions. Although, this is not our final aim, because, 
if we only wish to have finite descriptions of infinite graphs, we already have 
the method which may be called the number theoretical description. By this 
method, we first identi~" every node of a graph by a natural number, and we 
formally (for example, using Turing machines), define several reeursive func- 
tions which calculate the label, the neighbors, and the label of each edge going 
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to a neighboring node, for every natural number which identifies a node. 
For the natural numbers which do not identify any node, we assume the value 
"undetermined" or "0" for these functions. This is, in the sense of the theory 
of languages, one of the most general or powerful method of defining graphs. 
But, unfortunately, this method often leads us to extremely artificial and com- 
plicated descriptions even for most (intuitively) simple graphs, for example, 
n-dim array structures ofZ ~. So we arc going to look for more flexible methods 
which can supply the description having the characters as follows. (i) Intuitively 
simple graphs have simple descriptions. (ii) The construction of a real image 
of a graph from its formal description is easy for both human intuitions and 
computers• (iii) Various styles of description of graphs (which are sometimes 
not so rigorously stated), must be included or easily reformulated in our method 
of description. For example, strings of the symbols 0 and 1 seem to be the most 
adequate identifiers of the nodes of binary trees, and on the other hand, the 
nodes of n-dim array structures are usualh, identified by n-tuples of integers. 
These different kind of expressions will be both included in our formal descrip- 
tions of graphs and will be discussed in the same contexts. We regard the last 
condition as the most important one, because, when it is fulfilled, we can utilize 
the original ideas and skillful techniques of many authors who bring forth 
new types and new concepts of graphs, and then conditions (i) and (ii) will 
naturally be satisfied. 
From now on, our objects are restricted to the graphs which are weakly 
connected and standardly labeled, and thesc conditions are always presumed 
for every graph appearing in Sections 3 and 4. 
Our reason for this restriction will be discussed in the last section. 
Di.:Flxrrio.~ 3.1. A regular concatenatiz, e expression R of a (weakly connected 
standardly labeled) graph D is a system (Z': Yx ;Rn ,  R12 ,-.., Rln~: "": Vm ; 
R,a ,  R,,,2,..., R,,,%,: w), where Z is a finite alphabet, Y~ C_-Z "* is a regular 
set (for 1 <~i~m) ,  R i~CZ*cZ -'~ (cCZ)  is a regular set on )_2u{c} (for 
1 ~i -<.m,  1 ~.7 <~ni), and ~eY=Ui=lY i .  Furthermore, conditions 
(i) Y~ ~ Y~ =: 75 for vi, Vk, i (: k, and (ii) card(R;~ n (Z>:cv)) == 1 for Vy e Y; 
for every ij, must be satisfied. 
The interpretation of this expression is as follows. We define inductively 
the relation ~ on Y by (i) y ~-y  for Vy~ y, (ii) i fycy 'eR~j  for some ij, then 
Y ~3" ,  (iii) i fy  ~y '  then y'  ~y ,  and (iv) if 3, --~y' and y' ~y"  then y ~-,y". 
As ~-- is an equivalence relation, we divide Y by ~,  and let the equivalence 
class containing ¢o be denoted as X. Then the canonical description system 
of D =: (X~ ; fu  ..... f~@ .'.: X,~ ; f,,1 .... ,fro,,,) is given by (i) Xi = X n Yi , 
(ii) f~j(x) = T~.(R~ n (X*cx)) for every x E X i ,  where 7'~: Z'*cZ'* -÷ Z'* is 
defined by T¢(ycx) = y. (Similarly, we define Se: ~*cS* ~ X* by S~(ycx) = x.) 
In other words, Yi's are the sets of nodes (identifiers of nodes) with label i, 
and RiSs are the sets of edges with label ij on them, but we only pick up the 
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weakly connected component to which w belongs. Note that this last operation 
extremely strengthens the defining ability of our description method, con- 
trasted with the case that we would define the set of the nodes of the graph, 
X, to be exactly equal with Y. 
If  the words "regular" in Definition 3.1 are all replaced by "context-free," 
"context-sensitive," or "recursive," then we get the definitions of context-free-, 
context-sensitive-, and recursive-eoncatenative expressions, respectively. We 
denote the class of the graphs which can be defined or expressed by a regular 
concatenative expression by G(R, C, RG), where "R" means that the edges 
of the graph are expressed as "relations" in X ×, and "C"  means that these 
relations are expressed as the set of the concatenations of the identifiers of 
the two nodes which are connected hy an edge (which is symbolized as a letter 
"c" in the expression). In the same way, we define G(R, C, CF), G(R, C, CS), 
and G(R, C, RC). We can also define G(R, C, RE) which is the class of graphs 
whose node sets Yi's and edge sets R~/s are recursivelv enumerable sets. But 
then, because of the condition (ii) of Definition 3.1, every Rij :5 Z'*cY must 
actually be a recursive set, and the sole procedure which possibly does not 
halt is the procedure to determine whether a string x ~ 2, TM is a member of Y. 
For example, let all Turing machines be enumerated by some order, and 
M(i) be the ith Turing machine. We consider a graph D x == (Z' : X a ; R n : A',~ ;
n~, : w) where 22 = {a, b}, X, == a", R~I =- {a*-'ca ~ I i ~_ N}, X 2 --: [b * :, M(i) 
is a Turing machine which halts (for a initially blank tape)}, R.~ 1 = {a:cb ~ i c N}, 
and ~, = a. Then, it would be clear that D~ c: G(R, C, RE) .... G(R, C, RC). 
While a very similar graph 1)2 == (Z ' : ) (1  ; R n : X" ; R;t, R'22: co) is not a 
member of G(R, C, RE). (Z, X1, R n , and co are the same as that of D~, and 
X£ ,~, b +, R~ = {aScb~: M(i) halts} ~ {b'cb~i M(i) does not halt} and R;,, = 
{ bi "lcbi i i c- N}.) 
In the definition above, we w'rote the names or the identifiers of two nodes 
which are connected, in the "concatenative" form. But if we take up the 
recognition processes which read the two names in parallel, then we get another 
kind of descriptions of graphs. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let X z (X u × ..... = {e]) (Z  U {e}) (e, e), v,,here e ,1~ Z, and 
two homomorphisms S~ and T,: (X-2)'~ -+ X × be defined by S~(a, b) -- a for 
aeX,  S~(e,b) -- E, and T~(a,b) ---b for boX,  P~,(a,e) -- E. (~ is the unit 
element of the monoid Z'*.) Then, a re~,ular direct productive xpression R of a 
graph D is a system (2,': Y l ;Rn  ..... Rx, , :  "" : Y,,; R,,q ..... R, ,  :~J). The 
sole distinction from the regular concatenative expression is that, every Rg] 
is a regular set on X", so the condition (ii) of Definition 3.1 must be modified 
as "card(R,  r5 T ; ' (y ) )  =. 1 for Vy c Y~, for e, er) ij. ' A word u' in R,: (_- (Z-~'0 * 
is interpreted as an edge from the node S,(w) to 7'a,(w), with label 0" on it. 
The class of graphs which can be expressed by some regular dircet productive 
expression is denoted by G(R, D, RG), where "D" is obviously the initial 
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letter of "direct product." G(R, D, CF), G(R, D, CS), G(R, D, RC), and 
G(R, D, RE) are defined in the same way. 
Different from the concatenative expression, the direct productive xpression 
of an edge is ambiguous, in the sense that two or more different words 
w 1 , w~ ..... w,. can occur in the same R o- expressing the same edge, i.e., S~,(Wl) :-= 
S~(w.z) ...... = S~(w~) and "/'~,(Wl) . - T~(wz) . . . . . .  T~(w,). As (e, e) is not 
the member of S", the inequality s ~< ! z,'~ '~ ~ s • t holds, and the exact 
t 
upper bound of r is given by 3~.=0 ~kCt:'~Cs+l~_, where s - max{l S~,(zq)!, 
!Tv(%)!} and t ~: rain{ ~, S~(zq), T~(wl) }. To avoid this ambiguity of 
exprcssion, we can restrict every R;~ to a regular set which satisfies the inclusion, 
Rii ~ (Z x 2,')* "(Z × {e})* u (Z × 22) × '({e} x Z)*. ({e} × Z- -  {(e, a) ' a e Z}.) 
Such a restriction causes another family of the classes of graphs, G(R, D', RG), 
G(R, D', CF), etc. 
Now, we return to the canonical description of graphs, where the edges 
are expressed by functions fi/s. If  we keep identifying nodes by members 
of a finitely generated free monoid, we can apply the theory of automata for the 
characterization f f , /s .  
DEI:I.XI'I'ION 3.3. A homomorphism expression H of a graph D is dcfined by a 
system (z~' : Y1 ; hn , hi,, ..... han 1 : "'" : Y,~ ; h~,, 1 , h,,~o ,..., hm%, : co) where hit: 
Y;--~ Y (Y==Ui=I  Y~-C--X*) is a homomorphism of X* for i=  1,2 ..... m 
and j = 1, 2,..., hi, and every Y,. is a mutually disjoint regular subset of X*. 
oa-c-£"* is the origin node which specifies the weakly connected component 
by thc same manner that we described in Definition 3.1. 
We define some classes with more weak constraints on the sets Y,'s and the 
functions k~/s. It is rcasonablc to claim that thcse constraints are of the same 
degree by means of the theory of languagcs and automata. So, we define four 
classes as follows, where the constraints on Yi's and hij's seem to be balanced 
or matched. "F"  is the abbreviation of "function," because the cdges of the 
graph arc regarded as actions of functions, in this expression. 
G(F, HM): cvery Yi is a rcgular set and every hij is an llM-function, 
G(F, GSM): every Yi is a rcgular set and every.h~j is a GSM-function, 
G(F, RC): cvery Yi is a recursive sct and every h,¢ is an RC-function, 
G(F, RE): every Yi is an RE-set and every h.ij is an RE-flmction. 
.Note that, in the expressions utilizing languages--concatcnativc or direct 
productivc expressions--the operations to determine NoX(x) and to dctcrrnine 
Nol(x) for its arbitrary node x were not essentially different. Both processes 
were accomplished by intcrsection of Rffs with a very simple regular language 
determined only by x and the style of expression. For example, in concatenative 
expression, xcX* for NDI(X) and Z*cx for N71(x). As we have taken the language 
classes RG, CF, CS, RC, and RE, each of which is closcd under intcrsection 
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with regular languages, the tracing of graphs in both directions does not cause 
any increasing difficulty, tlowever, in this functional expression, the essential 
difficulty of calculation is usually very different for the determination of Nol(x) 
and N-f (x). But, in our choice of the classes of functions shown above, the 
difficult), seems quite even in the tracing of both directions--hij(x ) and h~l(x). 
The class of group graphs introduced bv Wagner (1965) is a useful and 
important concept in the theory of graphs, especially in the domain relating 
with the theory of automata, for this class is characterized by the highest 
symmetry-uniform structure. So, we take it as the third method for the 
description of graphs, while, as we were aiming at more general structures 
or the structures with more degraded symmetry, we generalize it to the monoid 
graphs. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The graph G of a finite generating svstem of a monoid 
(A, P), which we denote by (A, P)~, is defined as follows. 
(i) The nodes of G are the all elements of M = (.4, P )  .... 
(ii) There is an edge labeled with j, from ~ to fl, if and only if the equation 
~ fla~ holds in M. (a s e A.) 
Obviously from the definition, every monoid graph (more precisely, a graph 
of a finite generating system of a monoid) is a graph with unique node label. 
Note that the correspondence of (A, P) and (A, P')o is not bijcctivc. However, 
different from the case of (A, P) .... (A, P)~ ~- (A', P')'o if and only if A - • :J' 
and (A, P),, = (A', P'),,. 
The class of monoid graphs is denoted as G(G, MON), where "G" is the 
abbreviation of "generating system." We also abbreviate the words "group" 
and "Abelian group" as "GRP" and "AB," respectively. Then the following 
inclusions are obvious, and it would also be clear that they are proper 
G(G, MON) ~ G(G, GRP) ~ G(G, AB). 
Until now, graphs are strictly distinguished from their expressions. But, 
from now on, we ignore this distinction, and the lines such as D = (22: Yx ; 
Rn ..... RI,~ : "" : 1~,, ; R,,a ..... R,,,,, : oJ) will be written, unless the 5' cause any 
confusions. 
Here, we show some examples of our methods of the description of graphs, 
which will be utilized in the proofs of the theorems of the next section. 
EXAMVLE 3.1. The graph D 1 shown in Fig. 1 can be expressed as a member 
of G(R, C, CF), G(R, D', RG), G(F, IIM), and G(G, MON). In fact, 
(i) D1 := (Z :  X; R1, R,,: ~o), S = {a, b}, X := (,,*b ~ c~ (~)~)  • (b*aX 
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FIG. 1. A graph of 2-generator commutative free monoid--Example 1.
(Xe)*} t.) Co~acao i a E X .  (X2)~}, and w --- E, where ~ is the unit element of the 
free monoid X*, and s ° is the reversed word or mirror image of the word a. 
(ii) D 1 .= (Ca, b} : a 'b* ;  R' 1 , R'  2 : E), where R'  1 .... Ca" (a, e) [ a e (a, a) ~- 
(a, b) "(b, b)*) w Ca" (a, e) ' a e (a, a)*}, and R'2: :  Ca' (b, e) i a E (a, a)~" (b, b)*}. 
(iii) DI =(C#,@,a ,b ) :#a*b*(~;h l ,h~:#@) ,  where h 1 and h a are 
homomorphisms defined by hl(a ) = a, hi(b) = b, hi(#) = #a, hi(@) = @, 
and he(a ) = a, he(b ) = b, he(#) = #,  hz(@) --  b@. 
(iv) D 1 --~= (A,  P )~,  where A --  Ca, b), and P = Cab = ba). 
EXAMVLF 3.2. The graph in Fig. 2 is a member of G(R, C, CF), G(R, D', RG), 
G(F, GSM)  and G(G, AB). 
(i) D~ = (Ca, b}: a* u bY; R1, Re : ,), where a l  = C~ca f a ~, ,*} ~, 
C~cbc~ , a ~ b*} and R 2 : (od~eca '. ~ ~ b*} u {aca%~ [ a ~ a*} u {bca}. 
(ii) D 2 =({a ,b ) :a*ubx ;R~,R 'e : , ) ,  where R~ =(~' (e ,a )~:a  
(a, a)*} w ~"  (b, e) i a ~ (b, b) ×) and R~ :=: C a"  (a, e) a [ a ff (a, a)*} u Ca- (e, b) 2 I 
a ~ (b, b)*) w C(~, b)). 
(iii) D e - -  (Ca, b, # ,  @}; #b*@ t3 a~@;fx ,f2 : #@) ,  where f l  and fz 
are GSM-functions defined by the transition tables, 'Fable I and I I ,  respec- 
tively. (Initial state is always the first column.) 
(iv) D e - - ({a ,  b}, {ab = ba, aab = 0})g, where 0 is the unit element 
of the group of this graph (which is isomorphic to the module of Z). 
#b3@ #b2@ #b@ #@ #a@ #az@ 
FIG. 2. A graph of one-dimensional Abelian group--Example 2.
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TABLE I 
The Transition (Next State,,'Output) Table of the GSM forf~ of 
Example 3.2(iii) 
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State ~ 
Input s o sz sa 
# sol# s~!## s~l## 
. s,l~ s,/~ h i## 
b s~/bb s2/## s=/b 
(4; sdbg sd@ s,!~ 
" \Ve ahvays put the initial state at the first column. 
TAB IL.F. II 
The Transition (Next State/Output) Table of the GSM forf~ of 
Example 3.2(iii) 
State 
Input so Sl $o sa 
# soi# s j## s~i## s:,!## 
a sdaa slla s~l## s3/## 
b s21e s31## sale s:,/b 
4. ]NCLU.qlON RELATIONS 
In Section 3, we defined several hierarchical classifications of graphs, 
G(R, 3, y), G(F, -q), and C,(G, E), where 3 a. {C, D, D'}, y z {RG, CF, CS, 
RC, RE}, ~ ~ {ItM, GSM,  RC, RE}, and e e {MON, GRP, AB}. In  this section, 
we investigate the inclusion relations among these classes. The result can be 
seen in Fig. 4. 
It  should be noted that the proper inclusions in the Chomsky hierarchy, 
automata hierarchy, and that of monoids do not imply that the corresponding 
inclusion relations are proper ones. It is because of the freedom of the naming 
of nodes, which gives rise to the possibility that the graph can be expressed 
more easily under  some other namings. For example, in the expression ({a, b} : 
a'b*; R i =: {aac~ i o~ ~ Z'*}, R a = {o~bco~= a a Z'*}: E), R 1 and R a are proper 
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members of the class of context-sensitive languages with respect o the context- 
free languages, although this expresses the same graph as Example 3.1 where 
we have givcn a context-free concatenative expression of the graph. 
The same can be said for the inclusions G(R, D, ~,)~_ G(R, D', ~,) and 
G(R, D, ~/) ~ G(R, C, y) (~ c (RG, CF, CS, RC, RE)). The first inclusion is 
obvious, and the latter is easily verified using the coding q~: Z'*cZ'* -+ (~)* ,  
where 9~(at "" akcb. "" b~) "-= (at, e)(a2, e) "" (a~ , e)(e, bt) "" (e, bt). 
THmR~M 4.1. 
and 
G(R, C, RC) ~= G(R, D, RC) ~- G(R, D', RC) = G(F, RC), 
G(R, C, RE) -= G(R, D, RE) -= G(R, D', RE) = G(F, RE). 
Pro@ (i) It would be clear that, in the process of the recognition of 
the set R~j by a Turing machine, little modification is needed from the dif- 
ferences in the styles of the description of edges, "C," "D," and "D'." So 
G(R, C, RC) -= G(R, D, RC) --:: G(R, D', RC). 
(ii) Let x be calculated from y by a Turing machine M,.~ in the G(F, RC) 
style. Then we can construct a procedure or a Turing machine PiJ which 
recognizes w ~ xcy ~ 2,*cX* in the following way. 
Step 1. P~j calculates x' from y by imitating the movements of M; s utilizing 
only the tape space after "c" of the input word w. And the result will be the 
tape written xcx'. 
Step 2. Pij compares the subwords before and after "c," and if x -= x', 
then accepts the input string w. 
I f  xcy is not an edge defined by M~- s then step 1 or 2 will halt and reject 
the word w. So, G(R, C, RC) ~_ G(F, RC). 
(iii) Let xcy be in a recursive set Rij. Then we can construct a Turing 
machine M~j which calculates x from y, in the following steps. 
Step 1. Mi~ marks a distinguished boundary marker in the next tape 
space of the input y. 
Step 2. Mi~ generates the words of R~ in some order. This is possible 
because the set R;j is recursively enumerable. 
Step 3. Whenever a word xkcyk of Rii is generated, M,j compares the 
subword after c (=yk) with y. I f y  == y~ then Mij erases all tape symbols except 
the subword between the marker and c (=:xk), and then shifts the word x k 
to the left end of the tape. Else M~j erases xkcy~ and returns to step 2, to generate 
the next word of Ri j  , Xlz ~ ley~,.~ 1 • 
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It is certain that Mij halts for every word y c .g~ because of the property 
of R~ assumed in Definit ion 3.1, condit ion (ii). Thus,  G(R, C, RC) C 
G(F, RC). | 
A very similar discussion must be repeated to establish the relations 
G(R, C, RE) = G(R, D, RE) --- G(R, D', RE) --= G(F, RE). So we omit the 
p:oof  for these relations. 
Tm~.oRrst 4.2. G(R, C, CS) =: G(R, D, CS) : G(R, D', CS). 
Proof. I .et therc exist an edge from x to y. Then the edge is exprcsscd 
by a string with !cngth l~  i x i -~-  1 : . y ]  in thc concatenative xpression, 
with length k such that max{ ix ' ,  y l}  -~k  :.~ Ix! - - i -  ' Y l  in the direct pro- 
ductive expression, and with length m :--= max{: x , : y  '} in the rcstricted 
direct productive expression "D ' . "  
It  is known that the recognition capabil ity of a l inear bounded automaton, 
which accepts a context-sensit ive language, can be simulated by another LB.4, 
even if the input strings are coded into strings whose length is proport ional  
to the originals, provided that the coding process is also done within the abil ity 
of some LBA.  
So, the theorem holds from the inequalities k < l ~ 3k and m :~ k :4; 2m. | 
"I'I1EORZ.Xi 4.3. G(F, GS'14) ~) G(F, HM).  
Pro@ The graph D e of Example 2 is a member  of G(F, GSM)  -- G(b, HM).  
We assume that D e . (X :X ; Iq ,h  a:~o) eG( I ' .HM) .  
Now, as we have mentioned in the example, the graph is isomorphic to 
the module Z, and the homomorph ism h I is equivalent o the operator " i - l" 
in Z. So ever}, node in D 2 is identif ied by an integer, as xi (i ~ Z), and ht(xi) - 
xi-1 • As x~ @- x~ for vi, v jez ,  i ~ j ,  lim supi . . . .  i xi= and lim sup,:__~ !x i i  
must be infinite. Therefore, for infinitely many i cZ ,  [xi[ ~ 'xi-1 ' --: ' kl(x,.)~,. 
So, for some symbol a ~ Z, Ih(a) -- e. Let -~ = {a ~ Z i 3k 2- O, lqJ~(a) = e}, 
and -~'z = 2 - -Z"  1. Note that k cannot be greater than n = card(X). Let 
i x i be the number  of occurrences of symbols of Z' t in the string x, and ' x i.~ 
be that of 2 2 , respectively. Then,  it is impossible that lira sups . . . .  xi i2 ..... co, 
for ' x: Iz is a nondee,'easing function of i .  So we assume lim supi . . . .  " x: 1., = 3.I 
for some natural number  M. I,et N : max,~ x '  hl(a)~ , then for any x, such 
that Ix i lo :~ M, I xit n =:: ', htn(xi): :~ 3f"  N"'. So, for infinitely many xi's , 
x, :< 31 • A:". This  implies that there exist integers i and j ,  such that x~ --  xj-. 
This  is a contradiction. | 
I,E.XL~tA 4.4. Let D c: G(R, C, RG). Then there are only a finite number of 
nodes x's suck that b+(x) ~,- z .  
t'roof. Let (Z':  X 1 ; R n ..... RI, q : -.- : X,,, ; R,,,t ..... R,,,n," : w) be a regular 
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concatenative expression of D. Then, it suffices to prove that for every R~s, 
only a finite number of strings in l ~ fulfill the condition xcI* n Rij -/= ;~. 
Now, considering the condition that the connector symbol "c" occurs exactly 
once in every word of Rij ,  it must be in the regular expression (TxcT~) u 
(T2cT,',) U "" w (TkcT£)t) . . .  U(T~cT~) where / is a natural number and 
every Tk and T~. arc regular sets in 27". Now, every Tk must be a singleton 
{x~}, for the condition (ii) of Definition 3.1--card(Ri~- t~ l~cy) =: 1. So, only the 
nodes x 1 , x 2 ..... xk ..... x~ satisfy the condition xcI* t~ Rij :/= ~.  | 
The graphs with such character can be illustrated schematically as Fig. 3. 
In the figure, part A is the set of nodes x's where cg:(x) -# ~, and part B is 
the set of the other nodes. 
Par t  A at  az  aa  ~ a~ • •. an  
Par t  B btd  b id  bxd  bzd  b2d . • • bad . . . .  t"m-1 a" °m-" ia ' ' ' "  t)" d 3, a2 
t ,~  ~(  ) t .~__ . , c  .,~ 
b2d + , .+ vm_l ~ 
FIG. 3. General appearance ofa graph in G(R, C, RG), and its standard node naming. 
The converse of Lemma 4.4 is also true. Namely, 
LEMMA 4.5. A graph D, such that for only a finite number of its nodes x's, 
~+(x) =/: ~, can be expressed by a regular concatenative expression. 
Proof. Our proof is an explanation of Fig. 3. First, we name every node 
in part A with mutually distinct symbols aa, a2,..., a,,. Then we classify 
the nodes in part B by N-'(x) (C_I A ---- {al, a2 ,..., a,}) and by a vector ~:E(0-(x)), 
where ~:e is the labeling function of edges. Then, we assign the symbols 
bl, b 2 ,..., b,,, to each nonempty class of the node part B. If the cardinality 
of the class assigned b~ is infinite, then we name every node of this class by 
every element of b~ • d:. I f  the cardinality is r < 0% then the nodes of this 
class are b~ • d, b~ • d 2, b~ • d 3 ..... b~ • d r. 
Now, referring to the figure, it would be clear that every R~j is regular under 
this naming of nodes. | 
It is clear that every graph of this type is included in G(F, ItM) under this 
naming. On the other hand, the graph D 1 of Example 3.1, that we defined 
by the expressions in G(R, D', RG) and in G(F, HM), contains infinitely 
many nodes that ~4(x) r a- Z. So, the following theorem holds. 
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THFOREM 4.6. G(R, D', RG) ~ G(R, C, RG), G(F, IlM) ~ G(R, C, RG) and 
G(R, C, RG) 72 G(FN), where G(FN) is the class of all finite graphs'. 
TIII'OP.EM 4.7. G(R, C, CF) 7? G(R, D, RG). 
Pro@ Let R =(Z:X  1 ;R  n .... ,R I , , I :  "" : X,,, ; R,,,, ..... R,,,~,,:co) be a 
regular direct productive xpression of a graph I) in G(R, D, RG). We construct 
' R'I, q a context-free concatenative expression R' = (Z'  : X;  ; R n ..... : -" : X~ ; 
R',,, .... , R',,,,,,~ : o~') of D as follows. 
(i) Z ' :  Xvo{#},where#¢Z,#¢{c ,e} . (Reca l l thatcandearea lso  
extra symbols with Z.) 
(ii) xj =-= {x#x"lx 6 Xi}. Observing that Xi is a regular set, it is easy 
to imagine the DPDA which recognizes X~. So every X~ is a context free 
language. 
(iii) w' = .oa#w o. 
(iv) R~ =- {x#x°cy#y" l x = S,(w), y = 5/'~(w), u'c Rzj}. 
It suffices to prove that every R~, is recognized by a nondeterministic push- 
down automaton M~j. 
Let Rij be recognized by a complete deterministic finite automaton (Z z, S, 
8, so, ,S'I) where S is the state set, 8: S × Z a --~ S is the transition function, 
s o is the initial state, and iS', is the final state set of the machine. As R~. is also 
a regular set, we assume that R~j is recognized by a complete deterministic 
- -  t finite automaton (X '~, S', ,3', so, S}). 
We define a pushdown automaton by a system (F, ~,= 5/', % to, ~o, "1"i) 
where I" and E are the input and pushdown alphabets, 5/" is the set of internal 
states, ~: Z x T × ( / 'u  {e}) --+ Z* x 7' is the finite relation which defines 
the (nondeterministic) behavior of the NPDA, t o (eT) and ~:o (e'g) are the 
initial state and the start symbol (or the "bottom marker" of the stack), and 
5/'s is the final state set. Now, we define !l/I~j as follows: 
(a) V : - :X t .3{c}u{#}andE - :Z<gC ,v3~" : ~#, ,.~os (~:o ¢ z w {#}), 
(b) 5/' = S w S'  v3 {to, t~} where the union is disjoint, and 
(c) T, = s ; .  
Let Z'~ .... Z ×{e}, Z' 2 .... {e} × Z, and & =X × Z. Then X "~ - -&t3  
27. z u Za, where the union is disjoint. We define q~ by 
(d]) go(~, to, y) : (~:y, to) for yE~TL3 (#}, ~ ~= ~" 
-- (~:,so) for y = c, ~:~,  
(d2) ~(~:, s, y) -=- (e, 8((y, ~:), s)) for (y, ~:) ~ Za, s ~ S, 
= (e, a((Y, e), s)) for (7, e) 6Z '  l ,  . 6S ,  
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(da) ~((, s, e) = (e, 3((e, s~), s)) for (e, ~:) c) .~,  s c S, 
(d4) ~(#, s, #)  --: (e, st) for se  S / ,  
= (e, tr) for scSI ,  
(d~) q~(~, s, y) =. (E, 3'((y, {:), s)) for (y, ~:) ~ Xa, s e S', 
=: (~:, 3'((y, e), s)) for (y, e) e Z'I, s E S', 
(d6) g(~, s, e) =- (e, 3'((e, ~:), s)) for (e, s e) e Z' 2 , s ~ S', 
(d~) q~(~, tr,  y) : :  (s e, tr). 
and 
By the rules of (dx) , M ,  stacks x#x °, then it behaves as a two-input-tape 
finite automaton, where one input is the rest of input tape and the other is 
the input from its stack. Though the latter is in the reversed order, the machine 
recognizes correctly the pair x and y (or x ° and yo) because (x#x °) . . . .  x#x". 
We skip the precise but tedious discussions to prove the equation R~ = L(Mij). 
Now the injection Ir x ; Z'* --+ £'*#Z'*, rrx(X ) := x#x ° assures that R' and R 
describe the same graph D. | 
THEOREM 4.8. G(R, D, RG) D_ G(F, GSM). 
Proof. The class of Rij's in our regular direct productive expressions 
is equal with the class of functional rational relations between free monoids. 
And it is equivalent o the class of the results of generalized sequential bi- 
machines (Eilenberg, 1974, Vol. A, Chaps. IX and XI.7). The theorem holds, 
as the class of GSM is a subclass of the class of generalized sequcntial 
bimachines. | 
PROPOSITION 4.9. G(F, GSM) D G(G, AB), G(R, D', RG) ~ G(G, AB). 
Outline of proof. The coding method that we utilized in Example 3.2 can 
easily be generalized to the general finitely generated Abelian group graphs. 
It is obvious that the inclusions are proper. II 
PROPOSITION 4.10. {G(F, GSM) -- G(F, HM)}-~ {G(G, AB) -- G(FN)}. 
This is a corollary" of Theorem 4.3, because every infinite Abelian group 
has, as its subgroup, an infinite circular group generated by one of its gen- 
erators. II 
PROPOSITION 4.1 1. G(R, C, RE) ~ G(R, C, RC). 
The proof is present in the discussion after Definition 3.1. II 
PROPOSITION 4.12. G(G, MON) ~ G(G, GRP) ~ G(G, AB). 
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This has already been discussed in the phrases following Definition 3.4. 
We can define a semigroup graph by specifying some nodes H of a monoid 
graph, provided that H is closed under the operation of the monoid. Then we 
have G(G, SMG)~ G(G, MON), where SMG is the abbreviation of "semi- 
group." i 
In ending this section, we introduce a quite strange result, deduced from 
the famous theorem that the word problem in groups is unsolvable (Novikov, 
1955; Britton, 1963). 
TIIEOREM 4.13. There xists agraph D in G(G, GRP) such that no effectively 
calculated isomorphism is existent o some graph D' in G(R, C, RE). 
Proof. Let D be a group graph whose word problem is unsolvable, and 
D' is isomorphic to D whcre the isomorphism from D to D' is calculated by 
an effective procedure. It is clear that, for every graph D' in G(R, C, RE), 
we have a general algorithm that decides whether there is a closed loop from x 
to x with length k, where x is an arbitrary node and k is an arbitral" fixed 
natural number. 
G(R,y ,RE)  =G(F ,RE)  
r 
G (R,y,RC) =..G (F, RC) 
l 
l 
i 
G (R,y,CS) 
I 
t 
• i 
G (R,D,CF) 
/7  \ \  
I I \ \  
G (R,D' ,CF)  G (R,C,CF) 
I 
k i 
\ I k \ i 
\ G (R,D,RG) G (F,GSBM) 
X i I 
\ : i 
k i 
\ i I 
S (R,D' ,RG} G (F,GSM) 
G (R,C,RG) 
FIG. 4. 
G (G,SMG) 
G (G,MON) 
G(G,GRP)  
AB) 
i ¥ < {D,D '~C} 
G(FN) 
inclusion relations among the classes discussed in Sections 3 and 4. 
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As D is isomorphic to D', this gives an algorithm which solves the same 
problem on D. The word problem is the special case of this problem, where 
x is the node expressing the unit element of the group. So, this is a contradic- 
tion. | 
This result can be interpreted that we do not have an effective procedure 
to draw successively the picture of NDk(X), for k -- -- 1, - -2 ..... For k = l, 2,..., 
such impossibility can take place even for a graph in G(R, C, CS), because the 
infiniteness and the emptiness are not decidable for CS-languages. 
Undecidable problems are existent also in the classes G(R, D', RG) and 
G(F, GSM). We can construct a description system of a graph such that no 
effective procedure can determine whether there is a path from the origin 
node co to an arbitrary node x, i.e., whether ak e N, a, e N-Dk(x), or not. This 
is because of the fact that a single step of the calculation of a Turing machine 
can be regarded as a GSM mapping of the configuration of the machine. The 
configuration change is very local, so the relation of configurations before 
and after a single-step calculation can also be defined by our (D', RG)-expression. 
Now, we summarize the results of this section as Fig. 4, where G(F, GSBM) 
denotes the class of graphs which can be expressed by generalized sequential 
bimachines, that we discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.8. The solid lines 
in the figure mean that the inclusion relations are proper, and the broken lines 
are the relations that we do not know whether they are proper or not. 
However, our conjecture is that all of them are proper. 
5. DISCUSSION 
A. Generalizations of the Description Methods 
The restrictions that graphs are input bounded, standard, and weakly 
connected, are mainly due to our initial motivation which lies in the theory 
of cellular spaces, These restrictions can be easily removed as follows. 
(i) Instead of the axiom w, we put a (possibly infinite) set of axioms D. 
Then we can describe a graph with (infinitely) many weakly connected com- 
ponents. We denote a class of graphs with this generalization as G'("-), for 
example, G'(R, D', RG), G'(F, RC), etc. 
(ii) We remove condition (ii) from Definition 3.1. Then there may be 
(if you like, infinitely) many edges with a same label ij, connected to a node 
x~ Xi as its inputs. In order to obtain the same effect for the description 
systems utilizing functions, i.e., G(F, H'~I), G(F, GSM), etc., we admit non- 
deterministic behaviors of machines. For example, a nondeterministic homo- 
morphism h: Z'*--7 2 r" is nothing but a 0L-scheme (Z', h) (Herman and 
Rozenberg, 1975). 
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For this second generalization, we put "N"  befl)re the same of the class 
of languages or functions. For example, G(R, C, NRG), G(F, NHM), 
G'(F, NGSBM), etc. 
We did not discuss these generalizations, mainly because of the reason 
that simply connected input bounded graphs seem to cover a very large part 
of the applications of infinite graphs. And we also thought hat our idea would 
be expressed most clearly in the simple situation. 
B. Applications 
Now, we list some examples of the applications of infinite graphs. 
(i) Infinite networks of infi)rmation processing elements, such as parallel 
processors, integrated logical circuits, nervous systems of animals, etc. can 
be regarded as poly-automata with highly complicated structures. (We often 
idealize them as infinite poly-automata.) Infinite graphs are utilized not only 
to express their spatial structures (i.e., connections among the elements), 
but also to describe the spatiotemporal structures of the behaviors of systems. 
For example, the behaviors of a one-dimensional cellular space can be expanded 
as patterns on the "skeleton graph," shown in Fig. 5. This expansion is a 
general method to visualize the behaviors of systems. But, if we proceed to 
handle more complicated networks, it would be clear that we; cannot do anything 
without some knowledge about this kind of infinite graph. The merit of such 
expansions will be more evident in case that the spatial structure of the system 
itself is a function of time or a function of the preceding configuration. 
I , I / i / 
o o 0 O 0 ~ = ~. -  2. / / \ /  ~/ / \ / ' / \ / i  ~.  
"a ~/\~,,/'-,< ~txa l / '~ ; /  
0 0 0 0 0 3=;~ 
,C! \zi\/l \/I\/i ~.. 
/ I  \ /{  \ / / \  / i \/ i"x..,/ 
/ ! \ /~ /~. , / \ / \  
FI¢;. 5. The "expansion skeleton" of a one-dimensional cellular space along the 
time axis. 
(ii) The space of the finite configurations of a finitc or infinite system 
is a directed graph with countable nodes. When the action of the system is 
deterministic, the graph is input bounded, provided that an edge x'-,. x 
corresponds to the lapse of unit time x -->-" x' in the configuration space. 
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(iii) Generative grammars and L-systems can be expressed as infinite 
graphs in two ways. First, we regard a derivation tree of a grammar as an 
infinite graph. Second, Z'* is considered as a configuration space, and single- 
step derivations are the edges of the configuration space. The structures of 
various kind of rewriting systems can be studied by the latter method. For 
example, the configuration space of an arbitrary deterministic Turing machine 
can be expressed by a graph in G'(R, D', RG)n G'(F, GSM). Every DTOL- 
scheme can be regarded as a member of a special subclass of G'(F, HM), and 
if we adopt the generalization that we have described in part A of this section, 
the graphs which express TOL-schemes, form a subclass of G'(F, Nil/l/I). 
Then the geometric properties of these graphs, such as dimension, connectedness, 
path multiplicity will give us some information of the behavior of these systems, 
such as growth order, membership, accessibility, ambiguity. 
(iv) Although it is not well shown in this paper, G(F, GSM) is a very 
rich class so that any conceivable data structure will find its description in 
G(F, GSM). On the other hand, GSM-functions are most easy and inexpensive 
operations done in a computer. It is also possible to have some special circuits 
for special GSM-functions. Combined with good hashing algorithms, such 
system can realize very universal data structures with high efficiency and low 
cost. 
(v) Recursive functions can be expanded as infinite directed graphs, 
where an edge corresponds to a "call" of a function. 
For example, the recursive definitions of n! and the Fibonacci series F(n) 
are expanded as Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. 
1 2 3 4 5 
II Jl II ]i II 
t;l "~a 2 ~La3 ~a ~' ' "  ~ a 5 -  • • • 
\ \ \ ' \ \  
fa  ~fa  2 . faS- - - -~fa  ~ . . . .  
il H II II 
i !  2! 3! 4!  
Fl(;. 6. The  recurs Jve  call d iagram o f  n! = n x (n -- l)!. 
FIG. 7. 
Fa  Fa  x ~ Fa  -~ ~.F , , /~ >./~'a s . . . .  
The recursive call diagram of the Fibonacci series, F(n) -: l"(n -- 1) ".- F(n -- 2). 
Both graphs belongs to G(F, GSM) and G(R, D', RG). If  we invert the 
direction of all edges, then the resulting graphs are the members of G(F, HM). 
Such structures can be regarded as a very special case of associative data 
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structures. In general, if "associations" are rigorously calculated by some 
algorithms, then our description methods are applicable. So, our description 
methods may have some role in the theory of associative memories, and more 
widely, in the semantical fields in logic, computer sciences, and linguistics. 
(vi) As a matter of fact, the utilization of infinite graphs is a most natural 
and usual method in each of these fields. 
"Fherefore, it would be of some merit that we have common and general 
concepts and formalizations of problems appearing in various fields of mathe- 
matics. 
C. Further Discussions 
Ahhough the framework of the treatment of infinitc directed graphs is 
constructed in this paper, our discussions will have to be enriched bv further 
investigations about various properties of graphs. We are preparing of a paper 
concerning some geometrical traits of graphs, such as dimemion, connectedness, 
and some graph operations, such as direct product, blockbzg, substitution, graph 
morphism, concatenation. (We must beg the reader's pardon for irresponsible 
use of such terms without an,,' definition or explanation.) 
Our discussions of Sections 3 and 4 must also be extended to the general 
cases that we mentioned in part A of this section. 
We may find some interesting results bv discussing the classes of languages 
or automata that we did not mention in Section 3, (for example, indexed 
grammars, linear grammars, and languages generated by various kinds of 
L-systems). We believe that such research will reveal some new and essential 
characters of languages and automata. For example, G(R, D', RG) and 
G(F, GSM) are two distinct restrictions of the class G(R, D, RG). G(R, D, RG) 
is the class of graphs which can be defined by functional rational relation.~ 
(Eilenberg, 1974) and the fl)rmer two classes may be characterized by the 
concepts almost sequential nd initial segment preserving, respectively. Our 
conjecture is that G(F, GSM)D G(R, D', RG). I f  this inclusion is proved to 
be true, it will show us the essential dominance of the complexity of the 
G(F, GSM) against G(R, D', RG). Such a notion will contribute to our better 
understanding of the natures of rational relations. 
Theorem 4.7 is rather meaningful, because it shows that the difference 
in the generative powers of grammars or machines is preserved against the 
unfavorable coding. Combined with the other results in Section 4, this theorem 
tells us how essential the Chomsky hierarchy was. We suppose that more 
faint differences in generative powers do not conserve against the differences 
of codings. Of course, such differences, i.e., the differences among "D," "D' ,"  
and "C," will be effective for grammars with weak generating abilities. Such 
discussions can contribute to the measurement and comparison of the efficiency 
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of different kinds of parallel processings of computers. "C" corresponds to 
serial processing, and "D" '  and "D" correspond to parallel processing streams 
without stream control and with mutual stream control, respectively. 
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